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INTRODUCTION
\

This working- document is-intended for participants in the African
Kegional Seminar on National Youth Service Pmgammes.

The document is divided into two parts and deals mainly with the
French-speaking countries, Algeria and Tunisia. Part I, outlines a number
of dominant characteristics and trends which stand out from the multiplicity
of experiences and programmes. Part II describes, by country, some pro
grammes and projects which would seem to be of significance. The fact that
some countries and programmes are not mentioned means*

- either that the necessary documentation was lacking,

- or that the available documentation did not seem significant.

In this connexion, it is regrettable that proper provision has still not
been made for the circulation of information on youth programmes. Henoe the
information, particularly dates and figures, contained in this document is
probably inaccurate or out of date.
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Poor main points are dealt with:

I. The shortage of specialized cadres for the planning and

application of national service programmes.

II, The shortage of financial resources,

III. The increasing involvement of Ministries of Education.in programmes

which represent a break with tha patterns of traditional education.

IV, The increasing interest shown in programmes for training young
farmers.

The reader will note, in particular, the massive programme for rural educa

tion centres in Upper Volta, which relates to both points III and IV above.
See the brief description in Part II.

1. Shortage of specialized cadres

For a long time the specialized youth services were regarded as being

the only bodies responsible for out-of-school youth programmes. Most of the

countries formerly colonized by Prance have inherited services responsible
for both sport and ycuth.

In many countries these services, which formerly came under the Ministry

of Education, continue to provide schools, particularly secondary schools,

with instructors, masters and teachers responsible for the teaching of
physical education and sport.

It may happen that most cadres in a service for youth and sport are

assigned to these absorbing duties to the detriment of out-of-school (or at
least non-urban) sport and certainly to the detriment of other youth pro
grammes.

Attempts have been made to counter this disadvantage at the training

institute level (particularly in Senegal, Ivory Coast and Cameroon). In
addition to training for the teaching of physical and sporting discipliness

subjects have been introduced which concern the organization of youth,

recreational and cultural activities, manual work and so forth.

Nevertheless, the development of secondary education provides an outlet
which regularly absorbs the graduates of such centres, leaving few of them

available for youth programmes. For many of these cadres, professional

promotion is often through the senior body - teachers of physical education
and sport.
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Training abroad remains unsuited to the needs of African youth pro

grammes. In Prance, for example, apart from training.for physical educa

tion and sport, other training remains largely centred around the cultural

sphere (Houses of Youth and Culture, the Federation of which was recently
still organizing training courses in Africa),and no diplomas are awarded.

The private movements have a limited bearing on national service

although they do organize training with the help of similar international
movements.

What about university level? Does there exist specialized training in

the planning, preparation and management of national youth service programmes?

There is undoubtedly an important gap in this field. The satisfaction

of needs which have been felt for some years with regard to the organization

of special programmes for youth (substitutes for fcrfta.1 education, practical
training, mobilization for national development etc.) is impeded by the

shortage of qualified cadres and even of less'well yaalified cadres.

The help of United Nations agencies takes the form of organizing short

training sessions, mainly for senior officials. A oourse on human resources
planning has been established at IDEP, Dakar. But such initiatives, however
valuable they are, would seem to fall short of actual requirements.

Foreign aid is also in the position of being short of experts. Only
one multilateral expert was assigned to the French-speaking African countries
in 1969.1/

French bilateral aid continues to be particularly important in sport
(and, on occasion, in military matters, as in the case of the first civic
services). It is Israeli technical assistance which seems to be the most
substantial in out-of-school youth programmes.

What possible remedies are there for this state of affairs? With regard
to training, attempts are being made to make adjustments but they are likely
to encounter obstacles or at least take time.

1/ Excluding the UNESCO consultant in Niger - see Part II.
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In particular, adequate financial resources will be obtained only
when youth programmes are na longer regarded as marginal activities in the

In addition, if the desired result is to be achieved, such programmes
need to be carefully studied and accompanied by the justifications and

guarantees which Governments are entitled to ask for from the promoters of
substantial programmes.

When preparing and carrying out special youth programmes, numerous

countries have tried to take advantage not only of the leaders of special!*
zed youth services, but also of other services and ministries. Part II

shows that the Ministries of Education, Agriculture, Production, the Armed
Forces, Labour, Social Affairs and Planning are making an increasingly
important contribution to such programmes through the specialists at their
disposal. .

The short-term solution to the shortage of cadres undoubtedly lies in
a judicious combination of the varied resources of several cervices. Such
a combination can be achieved at the planning level, particularly in the

increasingly numerous human resources planning committees and during imple
mentation both through secondments of personnel and through the complemen
tary nature of specialized programmes.

II* Lack of financial resources

The problem of financial resources is not peculiar to the countries
which were reviewed. The questions of choosing between quality and
quantity and of fewer volunteers are well known in all the countries.

However, reference can be made to some attempted solutions.

With regard to expenses, one can try to compensate for those attaching
to the youth services by economies under other headings s

- economies by stopping expenditures in other sectors: the example

of Upper Volta where the rate of growth of traditional primary

education has been progressively reduced as the Rural Education
Centres programme developed;

- economies in the expenditure on maintaining young people in

training boarding-schools through a satisfactory volume of

production (particularly agricultural production);

- potential economies in future agricultural staffing to the

extent that young farmers trained under programmes in Ivory

Coast, Mali, Niger and other countries will be able to act
as extension workers in the villages (see below); another

example is the female rural staff provided by Upper Volta

(see Part II) with lengthy training followed by compulsory
service at low rates of pay by the State;
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- profitability of work carried out by youth teams during their .

period, of national service (e.g. reafforestation and other projects).

Paradoxically, the expensive decision by Ivory Coast to go in for

television may prove, all things considered, economical in that the invest

ment in a hertzian network can transmit news, recreational and cultural

television, television for schools, adult education and out-of-school
youth training.

ZI1* The increasing involvement of Ministries of Education

Post—school training programmes

Value of such programmes

The value of such programmes is twofold:

(1) they help put an end to the wastage of primary education,
the products of which are for the most part lost to development;

(2) they reach the broad masses of youth, contrary to out-of-sohool
experiences which generally affect only a few people, by throw

ing into the battle the powerful resources of the Ministries

of Education, the main recipients of public budgetary funds.

Evolution in doctrine

Until recently the Ministries of Education knew only one category of

youth: those who were for the moment at school. They ignored those who

had been unable to go to school and were not interested in those who had
left school.

The evolution observed since a few years ago in the doctrine of the
Ministries of Education of the French-speaking countries of Africa and
Madagascar tl is typical.

At Yaounde, in 1966, the idea was born of having primary education

consisting of two phases or cycles and basic education, with a rural

emphasis, for a whole generation.

At Libreville, in 1968, the concept- of ruralization was intensified.

The Conference recommended, moreover, that each State establish a post-

primary cycle for helping pupils adapt to working life to ensure the

transition from school activities to adult productive activities

(Recommendations Nos. 1 and 2).

1/ The Conference of Ministers of Eduoation of the French-speaking Countries
of Africa and Madagascar has been held twice a year since 1963. All the

French-speaking countries of West and Central Africa (except Guinea) form

part of this group. Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Belgium, France and Canada
send observers to the Conference.
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At Kinshasa, in 1969,. a commission made a special survey of post-primary

training problems, following which three recommendations were adopted

(l. Principles; 2. Types., methods and programmes of training; 3- Training

of training instructors).

At NouaKchott, in 1970, the Libreville recommendations were reaffirmed,

but th« Conference recommended the adoption of a school system no longer

based on individual advancement but on collective advancement.

"The school for collective advancement forms an integral part of the

natural environment in which it is established and also of the

national environment co-operates with all the community

development bodies of the environment and calls upon all persons

and g:oups who are interested in the educational process to partici

pate in it so that the environment becomes its own educational

community. The establishment of such a school presupposes a favour

able and receptive milieu in which a desire for advancement is

already apparent. This school will therefore have to be established

as a matter of priority in the areas where development operations

are taking place."

(Extract from Resolution No. 2 Nouakchott, 23 - 27 February 1970)

Characteristics of recommended programmes

Recommendation No. 2 of Kinshasa advocates:

- Pre-evaluation of the results achieved in each State through

operations aimed at preparation for working life, particularly

with regard to classes for 15 to 20 year olds;

- Study, at regional or local level, through permanent co-ordination

between the Departments and bodies concerned, of the different

types of activities involved in present and possible future economic

development, and of the skills for which an apprenticeship would be

particularly useful;

- Establishment of reception facilities integrated as closely as

possible in the modernized social and economic forms of adult

life, and diversified according to the characteristics of the

area in which they will be established and according to the age

and amount of previous instruction of the recipients; such

training should aim as far as possible towards financial autonomy;

- Participation in the planning, completion and running of such

facilities by all the economic and social authorities, public

and private, of the area concerned;
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» Drawing up of a general framework of education for improving

rural living conditions and comprising, inter aliat the improve

ment of agricultural and handicraft techniques^ the improvement

of dwellings and hygiene, the development of a community spirit,

the organization of spare—time activities and so forth}

- formulation of flexible training procedures, suited to local

requirements, toy decentralized commissions working under the

guidance and control of a national commission composed of

educators responsible to the various ministries concerned

with community development activities;

- Close liaison between activities concerned with practical

training and activities, concerned with the consolidation of

theoretical knowledge;

- Integration of the general teaching methods concerning those

who have left school and the advancement activities established
to benefit the whole community;

- Use for the purposes outlined above and in a general manner

in such training of modern teaching methods, possibly paving

the way f«r activities simultaneously relating to extensive

groups and different age groups;

- Previsional study and, as far as possible, determination of the

means for establishing trainees upon graduation in conditions which

take account of the social customs of the area;

- That workers, upon the completion of their post-primary training,

can continue to benefit from the advice and even the technical

assistance of the instructors who trained them.

Experiments and projects of the post—primaiy cycles

One of the first projects was drawn up in 1968 by the Government of

tlle People's Republic of the Congo, a country in which the rate of primary
school attendance exceeded 90 per cent for boys without,, however, develop
ment 'benefiting very much. The formula adopted was that of practical
orientation C3ntres with the characteristics described below in Part II.

Another project is in the process of being launched, in Mali. It

also concerns practical orientation centres. This project is receiving
international aid.
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In 1969 Ivory Coastpublished an Education and^Training Development

Programme for 1971-75- ^This prograilfme deals at length with 'fee organization
of the pbsi-primary Gyole. For details see Part II under the Heading
"Ivory Coast11. ■ " '.

IV. Model programmes for the training of young farmers '

The need for such training seems to be felt just about everywhere and

to £-vve rise to more or less advanced experiments which show,: however,

marked differences.

Two formulae are the most widely used:

- centres offering relatively long sta£Ss .. ..

- village clubs which are visited from time to time,

A, In the centres, camps and school farms, the length of stay varies from

9 months (Niger) to over 1 years

- 15 months in Ivory Coast,

- 2 years in Mali, but the length of stay to, be reduced to 1 year

1 from 1971,

- 3 years in Upper Volta. . . *

This formular has certain advantages: ■. .

- sufficient duration to permit: , . . _

— training relating to at least- one seasonal crop cycle,

- general educationj reading and writing, civics, .sport;

- possible accumulation of savings.

The main disadvantage of the formula is-that'it is~ relatiyely'.expensive

and therefore' difficult to apply ev.erywherer. ,: .*■■■■:■■'

However., possibilities exist for reducing the operating costs:

- benefiting from WPP foodstuffs initially,..'. '-.. /... v . <-.-■;,

- benefiting from the production of pupils..

In some Rural Education Centres in Upper Volta the agricultural

production of pupils was estimated, at market prices^ to be approximately

75 per cent of the salary of the only teacher assigned to the Rural

Education Centre.
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Installation and equipment costs should be reduced to a minimum

(improved traditional—type constructions, tools of the type which it is
desired to popularize) in order that the pupils during their stay might
enjoy the best possible conditions (especially as regards hygiene and water)

but similar to conditions in the villages which it is intended to modernize.

Another difficulty iniuarer. * in this type of training is the risk that

the acquired training will be wasted.

Suoh wastage occurs when the graduating pupil:

- does not return to the countryside but goes to the town instead,

- returns to the village but is unable to apply what he fcas learnt

for lack of land, of authority to take decisions, of technical

support and adequate tools.

Consequently, it is advisable that the programmes of such centres be

drawn up so that the maximum advantage is taken of the investment in

training. In the cited example of Upper Volta which has a programme to

replace traditional primary education in rural areass a programme which is

therefore fairly extensive it seems that, initially at least, there was

considerable wastage. In Higer, too, although the experiment has been on

a much smaller scale, too little attention appears to have been paid, at
the beginning, to the follow-up activities.

The countries which promote this comparatively expensive type of train
ing, the scope of which remains limited, wish to derive a benefit which

would "extend beyond one trained individual to a whole community (peasants
influenced by the example of a young peasant extension worker relaying
information).

Thus several precautions need to be taken if the desired objective is
to be achieved:

(1) Before training

(a) selection of areas to be the subject of a modernization
programme (in conjunction with 2 (b));

(b) selection of candidates who are considered very likely
to be accepted as model peasants and extension workers

when they finish their training; if possible, there should
be several per village so as to form a nucleus.

(2) After training

(a) special support of staff when they go back to the village;
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(b) frequent contacts "between the paid staff arid tie young

model peasant who may play a useful part as au extension .

worker: daxwmfftrartion n&14* eeed>pr6diKit±ono^l\>t, use and

.'..ocatioii of toolsj etcj

( ) refresher courses and specialization courses.

The »re-s-ence^ofc&encgral^yKumgTtrairiod jpeople :in the-aame villago:

- vill give each one of them more confidence,

- ./ill enable them to help each other and to win over the community,

" will enable them to share the extension and experimental work.

With regard to the acceptance of young people as' extension workers, it

that African peasant societies, despite their gerontocratic character

recognize the need for "those who take risks" on "behalf of others. Thus

a youth will be accepted and his example followed provided that he succeeds,

hence the need to ensure his success^ not only so as not to waste the money

spent on his training but also so as not to compromise for a long time any

efforts at modernization in the area.

B. The village olubs formula has the advantage of not making- young people

leave their village except for relatively short training courses.

Hence there is less risk that the young people will abandon the country

side. Another advantage is the saving on a stay in a boarding—school. On

the other hand, the system has the disadvantage of making training scattered,

making its effectiveness more open to doubt and perhaps of limiting it to

agricultural extension work alone.

Part II contains;

- the ( xample of Dahomey (village clubs, whereby the young people do

not have to ci/Ls-id •■'•be training centre);

- the example of Togo where young club members have taken a short

training course in the Glidji centre.
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PAST II

Partial information xhich is often obsolete has been collected on

the following conntriess

"- Congo(Braz2aville),'juSaiiomey3 Ivory Coast, Mali, friger, Togo, lunisia
and Upper Volta,

It consists of fragmentary data which can only lead to <±uestions

being raised and to an exohange of information between participants.

Even where the programmes referred to do not answer the definition

adapted for National Service.Programmes* they may nevertheless inolude

some elements suitable for such programmes.

. .Participants should give attention to the gape in. the information

available on youth programmes and consider ways and mea,ns of remedying

the situation.

ftote. The date of the information is given in parentheses.
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ALGERIA—

I* ■ jUnj^oyfeBftt; programmes

1, Full Employment Camps (Chantiers de plein eroploi) (June 1969)

Ministry of Labour, local

- The camps were established in 1963 for unemployed workers* They

are paid partly in cash and partly in food. Thus the oamps serve

. ■ ' an essentially social purpose. Activities include locaL. ■

reafforestation, physical development and maintenance- The

organization is such that any economic return is difficult. There

are only a limited number of places for the young, since heads of

family have priority. . .

2.. People's Reafforestation Camps (Chantiers populaires de r.eboisement)
. (June 1969)

Ministry of Agriculture

- Established in 1965 *° take over from a private scheme launched in

1962.

- WFP aid since 1966

- The work is paid for in food and in cash

- Activities:

- reafforestation

- soil restoration

- establishment of agricultural exploitation areas

At the beginning of 1963* 120 reafforestation camps were operating;

eight pioneering farming areas were established and provided permanent

employment.

- Here again the remark under Full Employment Camps about the young

applies.

- Hence the idea of drawing inspiration from reafforestation camp methods

in organizing compulsory national service camps.

II. Training and Employment

3- Compulsory National Service (Service national *bligatoire) (June 1969)

- Established in 1968 for citizens of both sexes, at the age of nineteen.

- Potential number in 1969: 120,000 boys and 120,000 girls.

- Proposed duration: two years, six months of which will be spent on

military training and eighteen months on civil service.

- Two types of mobilization for civil service:

- individually: on-the-job mobilization

- collectively: training and employment in rural camps

- The programme had not yet started in 1969*
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II3C* Vocational, pre^-vocational and out-of-gchogl training

4« Centres of Accelerated Vocational Training (Centres de formation
.pFpfegs.ionnelle acceleree) (June 1969) "' '

Ministry of Labour. Annual capacity: 7|000 pupils, mainly adults.

Recruiting does not begin before the age of eighteen except in

pre-training sections (sixteen).

5* Centres of Agricultural Vocational Training (Centres, de formation
professionnelle agricole)(June

Ministry of Agriculture. Annual capacity: 4,300 trainees,

.6. Project for the establishment of Technological Institutes (Projet de

creation d'instituts de technologie) (June 1969) '

Ministry of Planning

New structures and methods for the rapid training (in two to four years)

of a large number of young technicians and engineers (2,000 a year)

among secondary school leavers unable to receive higher education*

Special stress is laid on:

- an exact definition of the functions to be carried out on leaving

(study of posts), which entsals educational progress towards a
concrete objective and a strict training content;

- specific methods nf acquiring qualifications (educational units)

graded according to the level on entering and leaving and the

time needed, adopted with the employers' co-operation.

With a programme of this kind it should in theory be possible to

avoid any waste in training. .
■ ■ ■ .. . .. - . t

7- Youth Activation Centre (Foyers d'Animation de la Jeunesse) (June 1969)

Ministry of Youth and Sport, Pirectorate of Youth and Education.

32© Centres. Literacy course. -Civics.r culture and sport. Pre-^vocational
training (workshops for boys and girls).

Staffing: 1,828 officers, few of whom are specialized in training. Five
- schools for the training of cadres. Twenty centres were selected for

a pilot scheme launchedin 1965 (improved integration with local
development).

The Youth Activation Centres are operating as part-time day schools,

especially in,urban or semi-urban areas,

8. Reception Centres (Foyers d'accueil) (lune I969)

Ministry of Youth and Sport, Directorate of Youth and Education.

- Boarding school for young people exposed to the danger of corruption.

. Twenty-six centres with a capacity for 2,260 pupils.
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1» -Co-operative villages of Rural Renewal Campaign, (Action de renovation

rurale)

Ministry of Agriculture (November 1968)

Programme launched in

1 Establishment of ■& training centre near Brazzaville, where until I967

cadres and young people who had spent some time in an urban environment

received training.

, Fifteen villages were established; they were scattered over the.whole

country.

The young people have usually had to build their own housing. They are

fed and clotiied, receive medical care and are given pocket-money.

The land with which they are provided is worked collectively.

Although the number of young people has in fact diminished since 1965,

the total has been increased by women and children.

In October 1968, the total village population was 1,477 (770 men, 177

women and 530 children). The staff comprised I83 officers paid out of the

State budget.

By a'regrouping of the villages, these were to be reduced to eleven.

2. Project for the creation of Practical Orientation Centres (Centres
d1orientation pratique)

Ministry ;©f L&uoation- (November 1968)

. , This project was prepared by way of a solution —' to the deadlock which

primary education had reached.in the Congo owing to the extremely high rate of

school enrolment - girls 70 per cent and boys 94 per cent - The school-leaving

age had been raised to sixteen, and the prospects of paid employment were

rather limited.

The practical guidance centres were designed to give young people two

years' part-time practical education (in order to reach the largest possible

number) in the form of pre-vocational training geared to the cottage industries
and especially to agriculture, and, in the case of girls, to domestic economy.)

A post-school period of training for those leaving practical orientation

centres was recommended. This was to be in the form of rural reception

structures suitable for young people to complete their training as farmers,

and where t)iey_ could be settled and helped in their first venture as farmers

and craftsmen.

1/ A further course proposed was the ruralization of primary programmes.
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IVORY COAST

1. Civic Service for Men (Service civigue masculin)

Ministry of Armed Forces and Civic Service (1970)

(a) mThe Civic Service Cadre School (Ecole des cadres du service civique),
at Bouake\ trains teachers for literacy courses, general and civic

rducation, poultry farming and agriculture, and also for the

training of tractor operators, mechanics, joiners, boiler-makerB

and masons*

. Capacity: 200 pupils a year,

(b) Model villages for the settlement of civic service pioneers.
As it proved rather costly, the system was confined to two villages,

(c) Regional agricultural centres of the Civic Service assisted young
people who returned to their villages after completing Civic Service-

As from 1970, these Centres are being taken over by the Ministry of

Agriculture, which proposes to use Civic Service veterans ae village

co-operative organizers,

(d) Regional camp schools of the Civic Service, There are ten of them
scattered over the country* They receive young people from nearby

villages for a fifteen-month period. The first year is devoted to

agricultural training. The second year is divided between camp

training and the practical application of what has been learnt, on

a plot of land obtained in the village of origin. A number of young

people from the same village have adjacent plots and can thus share the

equipment available. The capacity of each centre is seventy, which

by 1971 will have risen to 140, Total capacity: 1,400 rural youth

a year.

2. Project for Post-primary Programme (1969)

According to the "Programme of Development, Education and Training :.n

1971-1975", a joint publication of the Ministry of Planning and the Ministry
of Hational Education, the project concerns young people whose ages range

from thirteen to seventeen. There are three age groups. All young people

should have joined by 1986/87,
t

In 1979/8*J the number of young people should total 235,000; 40 p^r cent
of these will be living in urban areas and 60 per cent in rural areas. It

is hoped that by that time 1,000 specialized post-primary teachers will be

available to organize about 50,000 youths of between thirteen and seventeen.

Priority will be given to rural youth.

There will be no diploma of the end of the training course.

The oourse will not be organized under a system of classes; it will

consist of groups of ten to fifteen young people who will follow a complete "

course spread over a three-year period.
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The* young groups will not occupy schools but installations adapted and

constructed by themselves or by the village communities. In most cases,

the structures must comprise an agricultural installation or at least lands

for the young people. The groups will first1 be settled in areas where, an

effective concerted effort towards development is being made. The organization

of this training course will defend less on the appointment of a permanent

corps of teachers, than on the co-operation of te.cfenic,ians who. are already on

the'spot and taking part in the educational-effort. Thus the educators will

ensure co-ordination* ;

Any suitable local infrastructure available will be used.

School television will, of course, be the main adjunct to post-primary

activities. —

Indeed, Ivory Coast has decided to introduce school television to support

its primary education system, . " '".'" "" ■■■■■-•

Thus the television infrastructure will be used to good advantage for a

number of purposes: information, recreational and cultural programmes; school

programmes, amL post-ior out-of-school educational programmes.
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BAHOMET

Young Farmers' Clubs (Clubs de jeunes agriculrteurs) (1969)

Ministry of Agriculture

FAO Technical Assistance . : .

FFRC aid and bilateral aid.

These clubs are to be found in the villages. They are run for the
benefit of boys of ten to seventeen who are barely literate.

Some of them have managed to obtain plots for demonstration purposes
from their family.

Others have land for really large-scale production.

Owing to the shortage of cadres, five training centres have been

which are being operated by volunteer instructors from .1969 to 1974.
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UPPER VOLTA

1- Rural Education Programme (Programme d1education rurale)

Ministry of Education (October 1969)

- Rural Education Service .established in 1961

Rural,Education Centres (for boys and girls) receive young illiterates
aged between fourteen and seventeen from the surrounding villages.

The training lasts three years.

It comprises: '

- a practical literacy course and general, training;

- practical agricultural training for boys;

>- domestic and agricultural training for girls.

This system is taking the place of the traditional primary schools,

the growth of which has been stopped in such areas.'

- One schoolmaster or schoolmistress conducts the same class fer

three years.

- The agricultural services co-operate (programme, demonstrations),

- In 1968 a survey of the agricultural production of I84 rural develop

ment centres taken at random showed that the average value was 25fOO0

francs but that it might rise to 45,000 francs a year*

Numbers of pupils

Teacher-training centres

Rural Development Centres

including girls

Total number of pupils

including girls

2. Rural Centres for Further

1966/67

2

438

20,169

Training

1969/70

3

700

63

26,364

2,177

(Centres de

Estimates

for 1970/71

3

815

88

30,706

3,080

perfectionnement rural

Ministry of AgricultureTand private initiative (1969)

Further vocational training for former pupils of rural development

centres (irrigated cultivation co-operatives, etc)

- two government centres in operation

and two at the project stage
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- two private centres in operation and

one at the project stage

Post-school groups (Groupements paatscolaiJtes)

Mirxistiies of Education and of .Agriculture

I gional Development Offices (^)

r;'hese are village groups of former pupils of Rural Development Centres

who *re trying to bring their collective venture to a successful conclusion.

In 1969 there were 101 such groups in operation* with the support of

ine Regional Advisers on Rural Education.

Note The Rural Development Centre programme has expanded rapidly, although

; no proper provision has been made for the reintegration of graduates.

An inter-agency mission (United Nations, FAO, ILO and UNESCO) was to

visit Upper Volta in 1970 to study the post-^school programme of aid.

4* Training programme for country girls (Programme de formation de jeunes
filles rurales.) -

Ministry of Social Affairs (1969) ,

The programme was launched in the Gaoua area more than five years ago,

under the auspices of the Department of Social Affairs.

Its aims are as follows:

- Some young girls selected by their villages are admitted to a boarding-

school where for two years they attend a literacy course and are trained

in hjgiene, nutrition, child care, housekeeping, agriculture and animal

- On completion of their training, for two years the girls act as extension

workers in their own village service, which has constructed a demonstrat

ion centre. They earn 2,000 francs a month.

Several classes have already been trained.

Twenty-eight village centres have been opened, each with two extension

workers.

5* Rural Community Development by Women (Animation Rurale Feminine) (1969)

In view of the success of the operation described above, the Directorate

of Social Affairs has launched further rural community development drives for

women and young girls in other parts of the country.

The range of activities has become diversified and adapted to women's
needsc
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MALI

lo Practical Orientation Centres Programme (Programme des centres

d'orientation pratique) .(1970) -

'ftnistry cf Education,

Project assisted "by the United Nations Special Fund.

Aims: post-primary practical training* .

(terminal cycle) boys and girls aged approximately 12 to 15 years

Duration: 2 years - adaptation to local needs.

2. Programme of Rural Community Development Centres (Programme des centres

d'animation rurale(1970)

Ministry of Production..

Assisted by the United Nations Special Fund and IL0«

32 agricultural coiminity development centres and 12 non-agricultural

centres (inherited from the former civic service); receive young people at

school and who have left school, for two years to give them general training

and practical training suited to local needs. 10 new additional rural community

development centres will be opened each year. There, will be 62 of them by 1973-

The system is tliat of the boarding-school. The length of stay will be reduced

from 2 years to 1 year from 1971- In 1970 two pilot rural community development

centres for young married farmers are to be set up as the start of a programme

for ths advancement of countrywomen.. The rural community development centres

also organize short-term training courses and demonstrations for peasants

from the surrounding area.

3* Pioneers (Fiqnniers) (19^5)

This is a rational movement for juniors and cadets* Supervision of it

was apparently recently transferred to the Ministry of Social Affairs.
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NIGER

Centres for the Training of Young Farmers (Centres de formation de

jeunes agriculteurs) (1970) * ..-.-.

Ministry of Agriculture^

3 regional centres set up since

1 centre to be opened in

Annual capacity of each centre: 50 "to 60 young peasants selected in the

villages of the area. Stay of 9 months. Boarding-school system. Basically

agricultural training aimed at teaching young people and,through them,their

associates .practical modernizing techniques for use on village farms.

When the young people graduate, an eye is kept on them by instructors

from the agricultural service. They can obtain tools on credit.

The main problems indicated are:

- selection, . .

- return to the village, action and the influence exerted on the

environment. .

2« Niger Pioneer Youth (Jeunesse pionniere Nigerienne)

Ministry of Youth, , ' '

, According to the document submitted by the representative of Niger at the

Regional Meeting on Youth Employment and .National Development, held in 1968 at

Niamey, this movement then included:

technical assistance: 5 Israeli experts and 5 foreign volunteers,

paid cadres: 10,

unpaid cadres: 1,050,

moiribG**■:;: 23?OOO young people of both sexes divided into 123 sectors,

according to the principle of decentralisation of training activities.

In the first phase, the technical assistance and paid cadres train cadres

on courses which last 2-3 weeks.

Subsequently, the unpaid cadres organize sectional activities and pass on

the knowledge they have acquired.

The content of the programme is very varied: physical education and games,

civics, hygiene, gardening, agriculture, fishing and handicrafts for boys;

child care and domestic science for girls.

3- Niger has enjoyed the services of a UNESCO expert under the special

programme of assistance for out-of-school education.

A project has been prepared to set up in Niger a centre for the training

of cadres for youth programme, including the Pioneer Youth, because of the

present shortage of trained cadres.
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TOGO

Agricultural Pioneer Youth (Jeunesse'pjonniere agricole)

Ministry of Youth (19^9)<

Movement founded in 1962t

Israeli technical assistance.

Aid from UNICEF and WPP.

(a) Glidjj Training .Centre . '.'..'■..

organizes training courses for teachers and other cadres, for

pioneers and for young girls; boarding-school with 120 places;

farm and livestock; -..■-.

00 School clubs

prompted by the teachers trained at Glidji; equipped with a garden

and a hen-house; 87 such clubs were opened in : 1967;

(c) Agricultural clubs

19 village youth clubs organized for production (l969)f

(d) Co-operative village of Togodo ■ ■ :

.village founded in .the early days of the movement; the experiment

has not. been repeated because of its--high cost, . '
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TUNISIA

Youth Civic Service .(Service civil des jeunes) (1968)

"Illiteracy and the absence of any vocational training represent very
great obstacles to the intensive efforts aimed at economic reform which are

being undertaken parallel to the reform of agrarian structures. This is why,
since 1965, the Governorate of Jendouba, in response to the wish expressed by
Congress of the Destourian Socialist Party in October 1964, has opened up
the first Youth Civic Service workshops, for which considerate aid is
provided by UKICEF under the project. This involves, in an original form well-
suited to local conditions, the instruction of young people aged from 15 to 18

^ who are illiterate or have left school before taking their Certificat d'etudes.
so as to enable them to become harmoniously integrated in the development
process and to become, within their communities, the driving force in the

modernization of the working methods and social customs of the countryside,
without which there would be little hope of an appreciable improvement in the
standard of living and which it would be seemingly difficult to expect if it
were to depend on adult initiative.

It is to satisfy this need for the integration of young people and to
avoid their transformation into unemployed without prospects that the Civic
Service, while giving them general training at the civic and cultural levels,
is diversifying the vocational training in accordance with local requirements.
At Jendouba, where the Civic Service at present involves from 500 to 600
young people each year, the emphasis is essentially on agricultural training
so as to enable the sons of co-operative farmers to play an effective part in
the change-over from cereal crops to more remunerative market-garden and fruit
produce. However, some specialized centres provide training in other occupat
ional activities. Thus two centres, which are oriented towards occupations
in building, are training young people to take part in planning, maintenance
and housing operations in response to a basic need arising from the policy of
slum-clearance. A centre is training them in the up-keep of agricultural
machinery. Lastly, another centre concentrates on training for occupations

in forestry and is geared, through the channel of youth training, towards
modernization and the progressive improvement of forestry products, the single
resource of the population of Kroumirie."

(Extract from an article by Mr. M. Meker: "Les .ieunes dans le pro.iet tunisian
de developpement rural inte^re" ("Youth in the Tunisian integrated rural
development project"), which appeared in Les Camets de 1'Enfant. No. 8,
June I968J. "~——————— 1




